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The Samsung Omnia W is introduced by Samsung as the phone with multi-features that runs on
Microsoft Windows Phone 7.5 Mango. It comes with Browser HTML and provides NFC support. The
Samsung Omnia W i8350 price is truly attractive and can attract even the budget conscious people
due to its features and looks that are quite stunning. The design is great and comes with a
rectangular shape. It is designed to give a compact look and has a sleek and slim body that is very
light to hold. The mobile is available in black color and is very attractive.

The Omina W is a touch bar mobile that comes with a capacitive touch screen and weighs only
115.3 grams. The dimensions are 115.6 x 58.8 x 10.9 mm. many will find the phone smart enough
to carry their most needed operations and perform smoothly and with speed. The screen size is 3.7
inches and comes with super AMOLED capacitive touch screen and displays 16 million colors. The
resolutions are 480 x 800 pixels and come with multi touch input method. The sensors integrated in
the mobile are the accelerometer, gyroscope, proximity sensor, magnetometer and the ambient
light. With so many features to watch out for one cannot resist buying this excellent mobile that
knows how to deliver.

The Samsung mobile price comes as a surprise to many as one would expect it to be very high as
the phone looks expensive and performs like an expensive mobile. In, fact, it is priced at Rs. 14,000
approximately. The other features are great like the camera, which is 5 mega pixels at the rear and
comes with a resolution of 2592 x 1944 pixels and has many features that can enhance your
photography like the geo tagging and the image stabilization that helps to stop the shake caused by
the camera. Along with these you also get the auto focus and the LED flash. The front camera is 0.3
mega pixels and is a VGA camera with 640 x 480 pixels. The camera comes loaded with digital
zoom and the video recording comes with 720p@ 30fps.

The music facilities too are appreciative and one can hear clear and loud music that is soothing to
the ears. There is also the FM radio provided that supports RDS. It also comes inbuilt with speaker,
headset, loud speaker and the 3.5 mm audio jack. The battery gives a talk time of 7 hours and a
standby time of 370 hours.
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